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Beds
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Chunky Mill Super King Bed (6ft Mattress)
Begin and finish your day in ultimate luxury with our super
king classic chunky farmhouse bed. With space aplenty, this
style is both a popular and traditional choice, this super
king bed frame will suit a variety of interior styles, from a
traditional country cottage to a more contemporary space.
This timeless super king bed is available in a variety of Little
Greene shades, so you can ensure that it matches your
interiors perfectly, and is unique to you.
All of our furniture boasts all of the quality and
craftsmanship that you would expect from The Main
Company, with great attention paid to each and every
detail.
The frame features ornate cornice detailing, exposed and
waxed reclaimed pine or oak, and lovely farmhouse style
paneling. As well as being beautifully designed by our
on-site team, each bed frame is made to your colour
specifications and carefully put together by our master
craftsmen, ensuring you get your best ever night’s sleep,
night after night. The bed frame is made from solid
hardwood, making it a sturdy and durable frame that won’t
bow or warp, and will last for years to come.

Dimensions: 1220H x 1980W x 2230D
Code: TBM.B2SK
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Chunky Mill King Size Bed (5ft Mattress)
Make the most of your time in bed with our chunky mill
king size bed. Whether you’re getting an early night, or
enjoying a duvet day, our Traditional by Main bed is the
perfect centerpiece for your bedroom. Our king size bed
can be personalised to your space, choose from a variety of
Little Greene Company paints and a French oak or
reclaimed pine detail.
This classic style bed commands pride of place in your
bedroom, its beautiful paneled finish and chunky legs are
perfect for bringing a touch of rustic charm to your space,
and can be further enhanced by our range of matching
bedroom furniture.
This timeless bed has been handcrafted from durable and
high quality materials by our master craftsmen, at our
Yorkshire workshop. Beautifully finished, our king size bed
offers comfort and style that will last for many years, and
you’ll always look forward to bedtime!

Dimensions: 1220H x 1680W x 2230D
Code: TBM.B2K
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Bedside Cabinets
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One Drawer Bedside Cupboard
Our one-drawer bedside cabinet is the perfect addition to
your bedroom. Featuring high-quality materials and a
classic style, this cabinet would suit many interior designs.
The body of the cabinet can be painted to a Little Greene
Company paint of your choice, allowing full flexibility to
create a cabinet ideal for your decor style. The cabinet
features a drawer and cupboard, allowing deeper storage
space than our similar three-drawer option.
The plinth style base and shaker style cupboard, create a
timeless and elegant bedside cabinet, further
complemented by the rustic exposed reclaimed pine or oak
tabletop. Here at The Main Company we handcraft all our
furniture at our family-run Yorkshire workshop. All of our
wood is sustainably sourced, before being dried in our
on-site kiln to create a durable and stable material. Our
carefully curated furniture range allows you to tailor our
high quality pieces to your space. So, add a touch of luxury
to your space today with our one-drawer bedside cabinet,
the perfect mix of classic and contemporary that will stand
the test of time.

Dimensions: 610H x 530W x 410D
Code: M5
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Bookcases
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Low Bookcase
Whether you’re looking for shelving for your study, or living
space, our stunning Traditional by Main range can be
tailored to your living space. Made from solid pine, the
high-quality shelving is available in an array of Little Greene
Company paints and topped with contrasting reclaimed
pine or French Oak.
Three spacious shelves allow plenty of room to store books,
frames and ornaments, allowing you to inject personality
into your space and prevent that cluttered feeling. The low
bookcase would look wonderful in both contemporary and
traditional settings, thanks to its rustic yet modern feel.
Beautifully crafted, each piece of Traditional by Main
furniture is created at our Yorkshire workshop, set amongst
tumbling fields. Our master craftsmen are passionate about
creating high-quality, long-lasting pieces of furniture that
will be in your home for many years to come.

Dimensions: 1050H x 1050W x 330D
Code: TBM.BK17A
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Tall Bookcase
Made to last, our tall bookcase allows you to store books,
photographs and other objects in an aesthetically pleasing
manner.
Beautifully designed and handcrafted, the tall bookcase has
six shelves and the internals have been left exposed,
allowing you to bring plenty of charm and country styling
to your home. The painted external can be tailored to your
space, with a variety of Little Greene Company paints
available.
The shelf is not too deep, meaning that it won’t impose
your space, but fit beautifully alongside existing interiors.
Our tall bookcase would work perfectly in a bedroom, office
or living space, and thanks to the paint options it will blend
with both traditional and modern decors.
Created at our Yorkshire workshop, each piece of furniture
comprises our passion and unrivalled quality, and will last
for years to come.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1000W x 330D
Code: TBM.BK4A
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Library Bookcase
Our stunning library bookcase is grand in stature, creating
an impressive focal point in any room. Display books and
ornaments on the four French adjustable shelves. Our
Traditional by Main library bookcase also offers ample
storage with two drawers and two double cupboards, ideal
for storing away items in your living space.
Handcrafted using high quality materials, our grand library
bookcase offers solid pine internals and has been
beautifully finished with dovetail detailing to the drawers
and chamfer detailing to the doors. The look has been
finished with hammered metal ball knobs and brushed
metal hinges.
The beauty of our Traditional by Main range is that you can
personalise each piece to work seamlessly with your
interiors. Choose from an array of Little Greene Paint
Company paints and contrasting exposed French oak or
reclaimed pine.

Dimensions: 2100H x 2130W x 460D
Code: TBM.BK13
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Chest Of Drawers
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Two Over Two Chest of Drawers (Round End)
Beautifully crafted, this chest of drawers offers plentiful
storage and will make a statement in any room.
Elegantly finished, there are four drawers in total, in a two
over two formation. The sweeping curves of the wooden
top and chest offer a nice, feminine alternative to the usual
angles, and you can choose from a French Oak finish or
reclaimed pine. Not only can you select your top, you can
choose from a selection of Little Greene Company paints to
create a chest of drawers that complement your style
seamlessly.
Each piece of the Traditional by Main furniture collection
has been hand crafted at our family-run Yorkshire
workshop. Our carefully curated collection allows you to
invite high-quality, bespoke Main Company interiors into
your home. Our passion and quality is unrivalled,
something that is reflected in each piece of furniture, from
soft close drawer runners to delicate detailing, these classic
pieces will stand the test of time in your home.
Our two over two chest of drawers would make the perfect
statement piece in a number of rooms in your home, from
living space, to your bedroom or hallway.

Dimensions: 760H x 1020W x 510D
Code: TBM.M24
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Two Over Three Chest of Drawers (Round End)
Our collection of chests of drawers has been designed to
make a striking focal point in any room. Exuding country
chic with a splash of French-inspired styling, these drawers
would look beautiful in any room.
As with all pieces in our Traditional by Main collection you
can choose from an array of Little Greene Company paints,
and also between a French Oak or reclaimed pine top. The
five drawers benefit from soft close runners and also
hammered metal ball knobs as standard, and the top allows
extra storage space for family photos or other mementos.
Built to last, a combination of classic styling and
high-quality materials ensure that each piece will last for
many years to come and never go out of style. Each piece is
delivered fully assembled and ready to use. Designed and
created at our Yorkshire workshop, each piece of Traditional
by Main furniture embodies everything that we are
passionate about

Dimensions: 1020H x 1020W x 510D
Code: TBM.M25
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Two Over Four Chest of Drawers (Round End)
Our two over four chest of drawers offers generous storage
space and a handsome design. With six drawers in total, the
two smaller drawers would be well suited to smaller
garments and delicates, whilst the full-width drawers would
be ideal for storing t-shirts and other items.
Quality comes as standard at The Main Company and our
Traditional by Main furniture collection showcases that
perfectly. Our chest of drawers benefit from soft close
drawer runners, hammered metal ball knobs, as well as
stunning detailing. Each piece can be finished in a Little
Greene Company paint of your choice and topped with a
French Oak, or reclaimed pine top, ensuring that it works
perfectly with your living space.
Plus, you can also combine with other pieces from the
range to make even more of an impact.

Dimensions: 1270H x 1020W x 510D
Code: TBM.M26
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Seven Drawer Chest (Round End)
Our seven-drawer chest looks good in any setting,
beautifully crafted from solid pine, the chest offers a
long-lasting storage option. Our Traditional by Main range
bring classic country house styling to your home, with its
simplistic and timeless designs.
Add elegance to your home with this classic piece.
Benefitting from seven drawers in total, this chest offers a
wonderful storage solution for bedrooms and living spaces
alike, and would look just as good used as a side table in
your living or dining space.
One of the perks of our Traditional by Main range is that
you can personalise the furniture to your living space using
an array of Little Greene Company paints. Plus, you can also
choose from a French Oak or reclaimed pine top, whichever
complements your space.
Encapsulating great design and high-quality materials, our
seven-drawer chest has been beautifully handcrafted at our
Yorkshire workshop.

Dimensions: 860H x 1800W x 510D
Code: TBM.M8A
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Coffee Tables
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Square Legged Coffee Table
The perfect size coffee table for your space, our Traditional
by Main square-legged coffee table offers the perfect space
for those morning cups of tea or late night tipples. The
simple and classic design allows it to fit seamlessly within a
variety of interior styles.
Carefully constructed from solid wood, this coffee table
offers a classic design and high-quality finish, so that it can
be enjoyed for many years to come. Pair it with our TV units
or side tables, for the perfect country chic look. As with all
of our Traditional by Main range, you can select your paint
colour from our Little Greene Company collection and
choose whether to top it with a reclaimed pine or French
oak, allowing you to create a coffee table that fully fits
within your space.
Designed and handmade at our family-run Yorkshire
workshop, all of our wood is carefully salvaged, hand-dried
and restored, creating a durable and long-lasting finish. The
exposed wood top will bring plenty of rustic charm and
character into your home, each with its own unique grain
and patina, making each piece truly unique.

Dimensions: 480H x 1200W x 750D
Code: TBM.C6
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Square Legged Coffee Table With Shelf
Beautifully handcrafted from solid pine, our Traditional by
Main furniture collection has been carefully curated and is
perfect for adding a country-inspired feel to your home.
Built to last, each piece has been meticulously handcrafted
using only the finest of materials and has been
hand-finished to create a durable and long-lasting piece of
furniture.
Our square-legged coffee table with shelf, offers a coffee
table with added storage. The shelf is perfect for books,
magazines or anything else you want to keep at hand for
lazy afternoons.
The beauty of our Traditional by Main collection is that we
can work with you to create a unique piece of furniture
suited to your space. You can choose whether you would
like a reclaimed pine top, or a French oak top, and you can
also choose your paint finish from the Little Greene
Company collection. The range varies from on-trend Navy’s
to more classic neutrals, meaning there is something for
everybody.

Dimensions: 480H x 1200W x 750D
Code: TBM.C6B
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Coffee Box
Practical as well as handsome, our coffee box will look
stunning in your living room. The coffee box benefits from
two soft close drawers, ideal for magazines, pens and books
and the top is perfect for displaying decorative items such
as a vase of eucalyptus or pussy willow, that would work
perfectly with the traditional feel of the furniture.
Perfect for sitting between sofas, whether that’s in the
corner of the room or pride of place in the middle, our
coffee box has been carefully crafted at our Yorkshire
workshop. Created from solid pine, our quality and passion
is unrivalled and that flows through each and every piece of
Traditional by Main furniture.
If you’re looking for furniture for your living space, we also
have matching items available, from shelves to lamp tables.
All of our Traditional by Main pieces can be finished with a
Little Greene Company paint of your choice, and topped
with either a French Oak or reclaimed pine.

Dimensions: 480H x 1000W x 1000D
Code: TBM.C11
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Cupboards
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Back Door Boot Cupboard
Boot cupboards are handy and practical, offering plenty of
storage space, right where you need it. Our back door boot
cupboard is a simpler version of our front door boot
cupboard, and comprises of a double and single cupboard,
seating area and five acorn hooks.
Perfect for modern or farmhouse style homes, our back
door boot cupboard will help you keep your hallway tidy,
whilst offering an aesthetically pleasing focal point.
Carefully designed, the cupboards have an elegant chamfer
detailing as well as brushed metal hinges. The boot
cupboard has been constructed from solid pine and has a
very on-trend panelled back.
Handcrafted at our family run workshop, our Traditional by
Main back door boot cupboard can be tailored to your
home. Choose from an array of Little Greene Company
paints, including greys, navy, traditional creams and much
more. As well as choosing from exposed French oak or
reclaimed pine. These options help you create a piece of
furniture that will work wonderfully with your existing
interiors.

Dimensions: 1920H x 1290W x 400D
Code: TBM.M22
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Front Door Boot Cupboard
Add the wow factor to your entrance space with our front
door boot cupboard. This sturdy and well-made piece will
add country charm and elegance to any hallway, as well as
providing plenty of storage for coats, shoes and other
items.
Hallways can often become cluttered with loose shoes,
coats and bags, so a boot cupboard is the perfect solution.
Our front door boot cupboard has two upper cupboards,
two lower cupboards, both with double doors. There are
also two cupboards to the side, a seating area and five
traditional acorn hooks. As always every detail has been
considered, with exposed woodwork to the seat and hook
area, chamfer detailing to the door and an on-trend yet
classic paneled back.
All Traditional by Main furniture has been handcrafted at
our Yorkshire workshop, and can be personalised
depending on your existing interiors. Choose from a
selection of Little Greene Company paints and French Oak,
or reclaimed pine. Ensuring you can create a piece that
blends seamlessly into your home, and will last for years to
come.

Dimensions: 2130H x 1560W x 400D
Code: TBM.M21
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Double Larder Unit (5 Drawers)
Our double larder is the perfect solution for those looking
for more kitchen space. Comprising of a double cupboard,
five soft close drawers, four shelves on battens and two
larder spice racks, there’s plenty of room for all your items.
Quality comes, as standard at the Main Company and our
Traditional by Main range is no different. There’s beautiful
chamfer detail to the doors, creating a classic shaker feel, as
well as a dove detail to the drawers.
Each piece can be tailored to your home, using a selection
of Little Greene Company paints, so you could even match
it to your existing kitchen cabinets. Touch-up paint is also
supplied so that you can keep your double larder looking
its very best.
Handmade in Yorkshire using the very best solid pine, each
piece is made to the highest of standards and will last for
many years to come.

Dimensions: 2100H x 1320W x 630D
Code: TBM.C25
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Double Larder Unit (3 Drawers/2 Doors)
From the outside this traditional larder offers a focal point
for your kitchen space. But, not only does it look beautiful
with its stunning chamfer detail cupboards and dove detail
drawers, there’s also plenty of room for spices and other
ingredients, allowing you to free up space in your kitchen
cupboards.
Open up this stunning larder and you will find four shelves
on battens, two larder spice racks, as well as solid pine
internals. The larder also benefits from three soft closer
drawers that are ideal for stowing away items like tea
towels or crockery.
Whilst our larder offers a traditional rustic feel the
hammered metal ball knobs offer a contemporary twist, as
does the opportunity for you to select your own Little
Greene Company paint colour. This allows you to create a
contrasting piece, or match it to existing cupboards. We will
also supply touch-up paint, so that you can keep your
Traditional by Main double larder looking its very best.
showcased in every piece of furniture.

Dimensions: 2100H x 1320W x 630D
Code: TBM.C25B
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Triple Larder Unit
Beautifully crafted, our triple larder offers plenty of storage,
as well as a striking focal point in your kitchen space.
The triple larder benefits from a double and single
cupboard space with two larder spice racks and six shelves
on battens. The six soft closer drawers have been finished
with a classic dovetail detail, creating a classic farmhouse
style.
Each piece of Traditional by Main furniture has been
handcrafted at our family-run, Yorkshire workshop. Made
from high-quality solid pine, each piece comes fully
assembled and offers a durable and long-lasting option for
your home. There’s also the added benefit of being able to
tailor our furniture perfectly to your space by choosing
from a variety of Little Greene Company paints. This allows
you to make a statement, or blend it seamlessly into
existing furniture.

Dimensions: 2100H x 1760W x 630D
Code: TBM.C26
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Lockers 3 by 3
A truly outstanding and unique piece, our Traditional by
Main three by three locker has so many uses. From storing
away to toys in your play room, to filing paperwork in your
home office, this piece would work in a number of rooms.
Carefully constructed from solid pine, the three by three
locker benefits from solid pine internals, as well as
externals, so you can be assured this durable and sturdy
piece has been built to last. The three by three locker
benefits from nine cupboards, with chamfer detailing and
hammered ball knob handles. Each of our Traditional by
Main pieces can be tailored to your needs too, with a
variety of Little Greene Company paints available, as well as
an exposed French Oak top, or reclaimed pine, whichever
works best in your space.
Delivered fully assembled, our three by three locker has
been handcrafted at our Yorkshire run family workshop.

Dimensions: 1400H x 1400W x 350D
Code: TBM.C51
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Lockers 2 by 3
Keep your living space neat and tidy with our Traditional by
Main two by three locker. Perfect for storing away unsightly
bright plastic kids toys, or other items. Our two by three
locker would also work perfectly in a home office, allowing
you to keep your desk neat and clutter free.
Elegant and traditional, our two by three locker will add a
cosy and homely feel to your space. A wonderful alternative
to a larger sideboard, our two by three locker offers a
smaller option but still with plenty of storage with its six
cupboards. The six cupboards benefit from brushed metal
hinges and hammered metal ball knobs, with the stunning
chamfer detailing adding to the traditional feel.
As with all pieces in our Traditional by Main range, you can
choose a Little Greene Company paint, allowing you to
create a piece of furniture that works in your home. As well
as the paint colour, you can also choose from a French Oak
or reclaimed pine top.

Dimensions: 980H x 1400W x 350D
Code: TBM.C51A
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Lockers 1 by 3
Bring country charm into your home with our sought after
Traditional by Main furniture range. Our one by three locker
has a number of uses, from storage space for shoes in
smaller hallways, to somewhere to put blankets and
cushions in your living room.
Carefully constructed from solid pine, the painted finish has
been complemented by a contrasting exposed top. You can
choose from a French Oak, or reclaimed pine, as well as
your paint finish. We also supply touch-up paint as
standard, perfect for covering up scuffs and marks in the
future.
Built to last, each piece is handmade at our Yorkshire
workshop and delivered fully assembled for you to enjoy.
The solid pine internals ensure each piece is sturdy and
durable, and chamfer detail doors create a traditional feel.

Dimensions: 560H x 1400W x 350D
Code: TBM.C51B
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Food Cupboard
Sometimes there’s just not enough space in your kitchen,
and our Traditional by Main food cupboard offers the
perfect solution.
Featuring two French adjustable shelves, as well as a shelf
on battens, there’s plenty of room for dried goods such as
cereal, pasta and even tins. There are also two drawers that
are handy for utensils and other items.
Beautifully handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop, this food
cupboard offers the perfect storage solution for your
kitchen, and can be tailored to your space using a variety of
Little Greene Company paints. The food cupboard benefits
from solid pine internals, as well as high quality finishes
such as the dovetail and chamfer detailing and hammered
metal ball knobs.

Dimensions: 2050H x 1170W x 510D
Code: TBM.C1
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Chimney Cupboard
Beautifully handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop, our
Traditional by Main furniture collection brings rustic
country charm to your home.
Built to last, each piece has been expertly handcrafted
using the highest quality materials and boasts solid pine
internals. Known for our passion and high quality, our
Traditional by Main furniture can be finished in a variety of
Little Greene Company paints, ensuring it works perfectly in
your home.
Small but mighty, the chimney cupboard features three soft
close drawers and cupboard with two shelves on battens.
Great attention to detail has been paid, from the dovetail
drawer detail, to the hammered metal ball knobs; our
Traditional by Main really does add elegance and charm to
your space.

Dimensions: 2050H x 640W x 480D
Code: TBM.C7
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Storage Cupboard
A wonderful alternative to a dresser or sideboard, our
Traditional by Main storage cupboard offers copious
amounts of storage without the pressure to create
aesthetically pleasing shelving displays.
Timeless and classic in appearance, the storage cupboard
comprises of ten French adjustable shelves, so that you can
adapt it based on your requirements. As well as creating the
perfect storage solution, you can also choose from an array
of Little Greene Company paints, creating a piece of
furniture that works perfectly within your home.
Forget flat packs, all our Traditional by Main furniture comes
fully assembled and built to last. Created from solid pine,
our storage cupboard has been meticulously handcrafted
with chamfer detailing to the doors, and touch-up paint
supplied as standard.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1300W x 550D
Code: TBM.C23
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Single Larder Unit
Our Traditional by Main single larder cupboard offers ample
storage for those looking to extend their kitchen storage.
Behind the door you will find generous storage space with
two shelves on battens, one larder spice rack, as well as
three drawers on soft closer runners for even more storage.
We recommend storing dried goods in our single larder,
and the solid pine internals have been designed to allow
you plenty of room to do so, from the shelving to the spice
rack.
Finished to the highest of standards, our single larder
cupboard combines everything we are passionate about at
The Main Company. Handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop
the solid pine larder can be finished in a Little Greene
Company paint of your choice, allowing you to match or
contrast your existing kitchen. Each and every detail has
been carefully considered, from the dovetail detailing on
the drawers, to the hammered metal ball knobs.

Dimensions: 2050H x 830W x 630D
Code: TBM.C24
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Desks
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Kneehole Desk
Designed with modern working in mind, our Traditional by
Main kneehole desk offers a traditional and durable
solution for your bedroom or home office.
This desk is as practical as it is stylish, with plenty of room
for storage. The kneehole design also offers space to tuck
your chair in after a busy day working, creating more space
when it’s not in use and an ergonomic design ensuring
comfort whilst you work.
Constructed using solid pine, our kneehole desk has been
handmade to the highest of standards. Created at our
Yorkshire workshop, each desk comes with hammered ball
knobs and each drawer is on soft closer runners. There’s
also the opportunity to personalise each piece of furniture
to your space, choose from a selection of Little Greene
Company paints and a contrasting reclaimed pine or French
oak top.
Our Traditional by Main kneehole desk also looks great with
our low bookshelf, if you are looking for extra storage space
in your home office.

Dimensions: 790H x 1520W x 690D
Code: TBM.ST23
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Dressers
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Small Flower Dresser
Beautifully handcrafted, our Traditional by Main furniture
collection allows you to create the perfect pieces for your
home. Each item is available in a Little Greene Company
paint colour of your choice, as well as either a French Oak or
reclaimed pine top.
Our small flower dresser offers a high-quality and
aesthetically pleasing storage solution and comprises of
three soft close drawers, three upper shelves on battens
and three to the bottom section, as well as solid pine
internals. The open shelving and glass-fronted cupboards
allow you to store more ornamental items, adding
personality to your space.
This stunning piece has been beautifully designed, with
chamfer detailing to the cupboard doors and dovetail
drawer detail. Creating a wonderful, traditional dresser.
All furniture is handcrafted at our family-run Yorkshire
workshop and created from solid pine. Touch-up paint is
also supplied as standard, so that you can touch-up any
general wear and tear.

Dimensions: 2030H x 1520W x 560D
Code: TBM.D8A
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Medium Flower Dresser
Perfect for the hub of your home our three-cupboard
dresser offers plenty of room for storage and space for
displaying. The solid dresser can be tailored to your living
space, using a variety of Little Greene Company paints,
allowing you to create the perfect dresser for your space.
Exposed wooden tops accompany the painted tulipwood
and hammered metal handles, creating a rustic yet modern
dresser.
Built to last, our Traditional by Main furniture range allows
you to invite high-quality, traditional chic to your home. All
of our furniture has been designed at our Yorkshire
workshop and captures everything we are passionate
about, great design and high-quality materials.
Our medium dresser comprises six drawers, three
cupboards, two glass-fronted upper cupboards, and display
shelving. Shaker-style cupboards and cornice detail further
enhance the traditional farmhouse styling. Dress it up or
down, this dresser will look beautiful in any space.

Dimensions: 2030H x 1830W x 560D
Code: TBM.D8
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Large Flower Dresser
Perfectly proportioned our large flower dresser provides
ample storage space, as well as a stunning focal point for
your living space. Carefully crafted, there’s all the space you
need for hiding away items, as well as space to display your
prize possessions too.
Our large flower dresser is perfect for adding charm and
character to your home and comprises three soft closer
drawers, six shelves on battens across the top and bottom,
as well as glass fronted cupboards.
Made to order, our Traditional by Main furniture can be
tailored to your living space. Choose your paint finish from
the Little Greene Company collection, as well as a
contrasting French oak or reclaimed pine top.
Meticulously handcrafted at our Yorkshire HQ, our large
flower dressed has been designed and finished to the
highest of standards, from the soft close drawers with
dovetail detailing, to the brushed metal hinges, our passion
and quality finish is unrivalled. All our pieces are built to
last, and are supplied with touch-up paint as standard.

Dimensions: 2030H x 2150W x 560D
Code: TBM.D8C
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Settles
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Double New England Settle
A welcoming and calm spot amongst the hustle and bustle
of a busy home. Our double drawer New England settle
offers the perfect escape. Practical and stylish, the settle
offers two soft close drawers that are perfect for storing
umbrella, shoes and other small items. The drawers have a
lovely dovetail detail and hammered metal knob knobs.
There’s also a wonderful seating area, where you can take
off your shoes or even just enjoy a cup of tea.
Our double drawer New England settle is an inviting and
warm piece of furniture, and is ideal for making your house
a home. Handcrafted at our family-run Yorkshire workshop,
each and every detail has been carefully considered, from
the ergonomics to the intricate detailing. All our Traditional
by Main furniture has been built to last and designed in a
traditional and classic style.
Each piece of Traditional by Main furniture can be finished
in a Little Greene Company paint of your choice and
finished with a contrasting French Oak or reclaimed pine.

Dimensions: 820H x 1350W x 480D
Code: TBM.X2
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Triple New England Settle
Our triple drawer New England settle is the perfect way to
invite country styling into your home. The perfect perch for
after a long amble amongst the countryside, our triple
drawer settle offers a handy area to remove shoes and just
take a moment.
Meticulously handcrafted, our triple drawer New England
settle is larger than our two-drawer option. The perfect
addition to a hallway, boot room, utility room or kitchen,
the three drawers sit on soft close runners and are the
perfect space for stowing away hats, gloves, scarves and
other items that always seem to go missing. The drawers
have been finished with a stunning dovetail detail and
decadent hammered metal ball knobs.
One of the many benefits of our Traditional by Main range
is that you can create the ideal piece of furniture for your
space. You can choose a Little Greene Company paint of
your choice, and either French Oak or reclaimed pine for
the contrasting exposed woodwork. All pieces are
handcrafted from solid pine at our Yorkshire workshop, set
amongst rolling hills and fields.

Dimensions: 820H x 1850W x 470D
Code: TBM.X3
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Side Tables
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Tapered Leg Potboard
Our stunning pot board is the perfect addition to your
kitchen or living space. It has so many uses, whether its
extra storage for pots, or just for popping keys and other
knick-knacks in. The pot board benefits from two soft closer
drawers, as well as either a French Oak or reclaimed pine
top, and a lower shelf that would be ideal for hessian
baskets.
Our pot board has been beautifully designed and finished,
with tapered legs, dovetail drawers and exposed rustic
wood. Our Traditional by Main range also allows you the
opportunity to tailor the furniture to your home, choosing
your paint finish from the Little Greene Company and
wooden finish.
Each piece is handcrafted at our family-run Yorkshire
workshop, set in the tumbling hills of the countryside. This
is embodied in our Traditional by Main range, with classic
and traditional designs that will fit in many homes, both
modern and traditional.

Dimensions: 790H x 1200W x 450D
Code: TBM.TSP
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Sideboards
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Two Door Two Drawer Sideboard
Skillfully crafted our two-drawer sideboard is perfect for
brining countryside chic to your space. The perfect
sideboard for a hallway, dining room or living room, this
small sideboard will slot perfectly in a variety of spaces.
The sideboard comprises of two drawers with soft close
runners, and two cupboards, offering plenty of storage for
all your essentials. Beautifully finished, the doors have
brushes butt hinges, hammered ball knobs and a chamfer
detail to the doors.
Not only are you guaranteed a sturdy and long-lasting
piece of furniture, you can also choose the colour and finish
of the sideboard to ensure it fits perfectly within your
home. You can pick a Little Greene Company paint and
whether you’d like a reclaimed pine or French oak top.
Delivered fully assembled, our Traditional by Main furniture
is built-to-last. Our furniture is handcrafted at our workshop
in the heart of Yorkshire and the timeless design and
high-quality finish ensures that your sideboard will last for
years to come.

Dimensions: 890H x 1050W x 460D
Code: TBM.S1
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Three Door Three Drawer Sideboard
Display, store and showcase belongings with our beautiful
three-drawer sideboard. Ideal for your dining room or living
room, this handsome sideboard will bring country charm to
your home. Finished in a Little Greene Company paint of
your choice, you can choose from a contrasting reclaimed
pine or French oak top, creating the perfect sideboard for
your space.
Designed with three spacious drawers and three
cupboards, there’s plenty of room for storage. Beautifully
finished, our sideboard has been finished to the highest of
standards with soft close drawers, brushed butt hinges,
hammered ball knobs and shaker style doors.
Handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop using the finest
quality materials, all of our furniture is durable and
built-to-last. Our Farmhouse by Main range also offers a
variety of furniture to match our three-drawer sideboard,
from coffee tables to TV stands.

Dimensions: 890H x 1540W x 460D
Code: TBM.S2
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Four Door Two Drawer Sideboard
A stylish way to store everything away, our four door, two
drawer sideboard offers storage aplenty. With room for
everything, its handy storage cupboards and drawers,
paired with its stunning finish will crate a key focal point in
your hallway, living room or dining space.
Comprising of two soft close drawers and four doors,
internally there are two selves on battens, adding even
more storage space. Beautifully designed and finished,
there’s intricate dovetail detailing to the drawers and
chamfer detailing to the cupboard doors, creating a
traditional shaker finish.
Each and every piece of Traditional by Main furniture
benefits from solid pine internals, and can be personalised
to your living space. With our four door, two drawer
sideboard you can choose from an array of Little Greene
Company paints and either a contrasting French Oak or
reclaimed pine top.
Handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop, our quality and
finish is unrivalled and luxurious features such as
hammered metal ball knobs come as standard.

Dimensions: 890H x 2030W x 460D
Code: TBM.S3
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TV Cabinets
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Classic TV Unit (2 Drawers)
A charming addition to your space, our small, yet perfectly
designed, two drawer TV unit will hold a TV up to 40”.
Storage has been carefully considered, with an open shelf
for any TV boxes, DVD players or games console, with a
further two drawers for added storage.
The beauty of our Traditional by Main collection is that you
can pick the colour of your TV unit, ensuring it works
beautifully with your space. The TV unit can be topped with
either a French oak or a reclaimed pine, each carefully
crafted and restored, creating a high-quality table top with
unique markings that will contrast the paint perfectly.
Delivered fully assembled, our handcrafted furniture is
durable and long lasting and can be enjoyed for many years
to come. Our Traditional by Main TV unit works perfectly
alongside our side tables and coffee tables for a full classic
country look.

Dimensions: 500H x 1100W x 460D
Code: TBM.TV1
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Corner TV Unit
If you’re short on room, there’s no need to scrimp on style.
A corner TV unit offers the perfect solution for those
looking to maximise floor space, or those who just don’t
want their TV dominating their room. Our stunning corner
TV unit has been beautifully design and made, and is both
stylish and practical.
Finished with hammered ball knobs, the corner TV unit has
cupboard space with room to store away media devices
such as digital boxes and games consoles. Built to last, our
corner TV unit has chamfer detail on the shaker doors,
brushed butt hinges and solid pine internals. Our
Traditional by Main brings country styling to your home,
and each piece of furniture can be tailored to your
surroundings. First, choose your Little Greene Company
paint colour, and then decide between a reclaimed pine, or
French oak top.
Smart and stylish, each Traditional by Main piece is
handcrafted at our Yorkshire workshop. Our passion is clear
to see, and is showcased through our high-quality finished
products. Delivered fully assembled, our corner TV unit is
made to the highest of standards and will be enjoyed in
your home for many years to come.

Dimensions: 520H 1200W x 470D
Code: TBM.TV4
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Wardrobes
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Double Wardrobe
Part of our Traditional by Main furniture collection, this
double wardrobe offers ample storage for any bedroom.
Comprising of a drawer and hanging space, this carefully
constructed double wardrobe is the perfect storage
solution and will add a classic country touch to your home.
As with all of our carefully curated furniture range, you can
choose the Little Greene Company paint to finish the
product, creating a unique double wardrobe for your space.
Great attention to detail has been paid at every step, from
the chamfer detail on the shaker doors, to the hammered
ball knobs. Our double wardrobe looks wonderful, paired
with the wider Farmhouse by Main range. If you’re looking
for something with a bit more space, we also offer a triple
wardrobe option.
With its elegant design and plentiful storage, this double
wardrobe has been built to last. It’s timeless design and
high-quality finish ensures that it will stand the test of time.
Each piece of furniture is hand crafted at our Yorkshire
workshop, using the finest quality materials.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1120W x 580D
Code: TBM.W11
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Triple Wardrobe
Perfect for a master bedroom or spare, our triple wardrobe
is elegant and traditional in design. Featuring a shaker style
chamfer detail to the doors, the triple wardrobe has been
fashioned with hammered ball knobs and brushed butt
hinges.
Our Traditional by Main triple wardrobe offers ample
storage. With the double door, and single door there is
plenty of hanging space, as well as three drawers, ideal for
more delicate items.
Timeless and classic, our triple wardrobe has been
handcrafted from the highest quality materials and
combined with its classic design; it will last and look
on-trend for many years to come. Each piece of Traditional
by Main furniture has been created at our Yorkshire
workshop and can be personalised using a selection of
Little Greene Company paints to work with your living
space, creating the perfect piece of furniture for your home.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1830W x 580D
Code: TBM.W13
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Three Door Harness Cupboard
Classic country styling and Main Company quality have
created this beautiful three-door harness cupboard. Ideal
for any master suite, or guest bedroom, the exquisite
wardrobe offers plenty of hanging space, as well as room
for delicate items. The decorative woodwork, chamfer
detailing and top plinth create a classic, and elegant feel,
ideal for a variety of interior styles.
Hammered metal ball knobs, soft close drawer runners and
brushed metal hinges come as standard, ensuring a
well-made and built-to-last piece of furniture. All Traditional
by Main pieces of furniture have been handcrafted at our
Yorkshire workshop, using only the best quality materials.
There is also the added advantage of being able to select
your finished paint colour, so you can create a wardrobe
that best suits your taste and décor.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1850W x 610D
Code: TBM.W20
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Two Door Harness Cupboard
Built from solid pine, our Traditional by Main furniture
collection allows you to bring classic country styling into
your home. The combination of high-quality materials and
timeless designs mean each piece of furniture will last for
years and years to come.
Our two-door harness cupboard comprises of a double
wardrobe with hanging space, and four drawers and would
suit one or two people. Perfect in stature the wardrobe is
brimming with luxurious features, from hammered ball
knob handles, to perfect chamfer detailing, all of which
come as standard. Plus, our Traditional by Main collection is
also available in a Little Greene Company paint colour of
your choice, allowing you to tailor the furniture perfectly to
your home and surroundings.
Each piece of furniture has been expertly handcrafted at
our Yorkshire workshop, where we create bespoke
furniture, kitchens and more. We take great pride in our
work and we are passionate about everything that we do,
so you can be assured that our quality and finish is
unrivalled.

Dimensions: 2000H x 1270W x 610D
Code: TBM.W21
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